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Faces of Jerusalem

After gaining a Bachelor of Science in Industrial
Engineering and an MBA in Information
Technology, Ilan Wittenberg realised that his
passion lay elsewhere and moved into the
creative realm of photography. It sounds like a
career fairy tale but for Ilan this is a reality. Now
a successful portrait photographer whose
enthusiasm stemmed from reading Time Life
books and National Geographic magazines as a
child, Wittenberg spends most of his time
creating portraits and fine art. Arriving in New
Zealand in 2001, Ilan’s journey as a photographer
only began relatively recently but he was quickly
recognised as one to watch, winning a plethora
of national and international awards. Working
in such an eye-opening field enabled him to
really get amongst New Zealand’s culture. The
people, the atmosphere and the landscape here
have contributed to Wittenberg’s shift into a
full time photographic career, where he enjoys
exercising his creative spirit.
This proud garment merchant was very keen to have his portrait taken just outside the
Cotton Merchant's Gate which leads to the Dome of the Rock. The Old City of Jerusalem,
Israel 2015. Sony α7R with Canon EF 16-35mm f4L IS lens. © Ilan Wittenberg
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During 2015, Wittenberg had the opportunity
to pursue one of his true passions: documenting
people in the Old City of Jerusalem. His exciting
journey took him through twisted and narrow
streets where merchants are proud to market
their goods. Ilan’s unique eye and his ability to
create quick rapport with his subjects enabled
him to produce a compelling portfolio of
monochrome photographs, capturing their
character and the special atmosphere using
ambient light only. Faces of Jerusalem was
chosen to be exhibited at Te Uru Waitakere
Contemporary Gallery in early 2016.
Ilan describes the project in his artist statement:
‘Faces of Jerusalem is a documentary portfolio
offering the viewer a journey to the Old City
through its people. Their proud portraits reflect
the rich culture and turbulent history of
Jerusalem. Created during January 2015, it
presents a glimpse into their lives. The different
merchants are surrounded by their products.
The souvenirs are intended for tourists and
pilgrims who walk the ancient, narrow streets
while visiting some of the holiest and most
sacred religious temples in the world.
In many cases I was able to talk to the merchants
so they are looking straight at me with a natural
expression. I find that this results in more
engaging portraits than candid photography.
All photos were taken in ambient light without
flash or tripod in order to create a more
authentic scene.
The images are presented in monochrome which
emphasises shape and form. The sepia tone
I waited a few minutes until the magazine shop became empty before creating this
portrait of the shopkeeper with beautiful leading lines. The Old City of Jerusalem,
Israel 2015. Sony α7R with Canon EF 16-35mm f4L IS lens. © Ilan Wittenberg
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creates a timeless atmosphere while eliminating
distracting colours. This makes the set more
uniform regardless of the light source or the
time of day. It helps focus viewers’ attention on
the people, their body language and their facial
expressions. It also gives me the opportunity
to create dramatic images using contrast
and structure.
My goal in creating this portfolio is to show an
authentic view of a foreign land. I aim to
demonstrate a clear style, to tell a story while
being imaginative and thought-provoking. I wish
to inspire people with distinct images that are
crisp and sharp, to be creative and artistic, to
evoke emotions and to show a personal vision.’
Born in Israel, Ilan has visited the UNESCO World
Heritage site on numerous occasions. However,
it was during a recent family trip that the idea
to produce this portfolio of portraits (for his
fellowship application to the Photographic
Society of New Zealand) first took form. Not
wanting to hold up the family, Ilan returned by
himself in January 2015 and spent days exploring
the winding, cobbled streets and tiny, dimly lit
shops of the Muslim, Jewish, Armenian and
Christian quarters.
While his collection of striking monochrome
images captures a range of people going about
their daily lives, it was the city’s merchants that
Wittenberg was particularly drawn to. ‘Many
people are not happy, you can see that,’ says
Ilan, ‘but that’s for good reasons: the economy
is down. There are very few customers and very
little foot traffic because there is a lot of stress
Father and son are standing behind the counter at the family shop. It is very likely
that the son will take the place of his Dad as the shop had been passed down from
previous generations. Notice the son clutching his fists. The Old City of Jerusalem,
Israel 2015. Sony α7R with Canon EF 16-35mm f4L IS lens. © Ilan Wittenberg
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in the streets. Wars, religious tension and the
ongoing political conflict scare the tourists away.’
Wanting to create quick rapport and a relaxed
environment, Ilan introduced himself as a New
Zealander (which he has been since arriving in
the country in 2001). ‘Oh Kiwi, welcome…’ would
be the typical response, which cleared the
opportunity to create a photograph. Where
language permitted, he engaged his subjects in
further conversation, to produce more
captivating portraits than candid documentary
photography usually does.
Ilan is a fellow of the Photographic Society of
New Zealand as well as a Master of the New
Zealand Institute of Professional Photography.
Selected prints from his ‘Faces of Jerusalem’
portfolio contributed to the body of work that
won Wittenberg the prestigious title of NZIPP
2015 Auckland Photographer of the Year. The
collectionalso took firstplace in theDocumentary
Book section of the 2015 Moscow International
Foto Awards, a competition that attracted
entries from 84 countries.
f11: Welcome to f11 Ilan, seems like we’ve
been talking together for a while now, so it’s
good to finally have you here.
IW: Thanks Tim. Being featured in f11 is certainly
an honour and a goal I set myself to achieve for
the past few years. I am delighted to share this
portfolio with your global audience and look
forward to new and exciting opportunities that
this exposure will bring.
f11: Given your close ties to Israel, a project
such as this must have been personally
significant on many levels. Did you feel both
foreign and familiar as you engaged with
your subjects?
IW: Knowing the language, the culture and the
mentality of the people definitely offered a
unique vantage point. This also gave me the
confidence and the courage to approach
strangers with a positive, can-do attitude which
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contributed to the success of the work. The
ability to be a foreigner offered the choice of
engaging in a neutral way or pretending to be
a tourist. Understanding history and politics
also helped me to engage with people in an
open conversation about the prospects of peace
and a better future for their children.
f11: Did you feel relatively relaxed when
approaching your subjects, or was there some
anxiety in the process? Also were you generally
well received and were there any exceptions
as you went about the project?
IW: Setting up a project like this gives me
purpose so I am on a mission. This positive
attitude fills me with energy and enthusiasm
which helps to overcome challenges and ignore
obstacles. For example, non-Muslims are subject
to strict security screening when visiting the
Dome of the Rock, a shrine located on the
Temple Mount. I was questioned on my first
visit to verify my purpose as very few Israelis
visit the site. On my second visit I was delayed
about 30 minutes for further questioning, but
on my third visit I was stopped. I explained that
I wanted to create a photographic exhibition
and needed more photos but the guard in charge
did not care about my project. He could not
understand why I would try to visit the site again
and again and was concerned that this could
cause trouble. My Israeli friends said to me later
that I must be crazy to visit the site. They’ve
been avoiding it for years due to security risks
as riots often break out there. On another
occasion, I started a conversation with a
merchant who became very anxious about the
political situation. It took me a few minutes to
understand that this photo opportunity was
gone despite all my efforts to calm the
atmosphere and I had to leave quickly for my
safety. On that same evening I met a man who
urged me to follow him to the top floor of his
hostel which was under renovation at the time.
As I stepped up the stairs in the dark, I became
concerned about where this was leading me.

Portfolio :: Ilan Wittenberg :: Faces of Jerusalem

‘You are carrying an expensive camera’ he
noted, ‘it is not safe for you to walk the streets
at night’. I felt stressed and left the next morning.
I heard later that on that same day an Orthodox
Jewish man was stabbed in the back with a
screwdriver right through his lungs. He survived
the attack but it made me think again about the
risks involved. Political tension became much
worse in later months so I was lucky to create
these photos at the time, as it would be virtually
impossible to take them now.
f11: Did you have many flat refusals from
potential subjects, and were you ever treated
with a degree of suspicion?
IW: Very few people said no – and I respected
that. Most assumed that I was a tourist when I
just pointed at my camera with a question on my
face. One merchant chased me down the alley
after taking his photos. He didn’t speak English
so we went inside another shop to translate his
question. He asked what was I going to do with
the photos. I explained that I was creating a
collection and he smiled. My business card was
very helpful by proving that I was a photographer
from New Zealand, but one person quickly went
to check my Facebook page to discover my links
to Israel, which changed the dynamics.
f11: While making our selection of images for
this feature, I found one thing quite puzzling,
why are there so few women in this collection
of images?
IW: This is a question which I am frequently
asked. It is simply a different culture, a male
dominated one where the woman’s role is to
stay at home. Women are not supposed to
interact with others in the street or to serve
customers in shops so very few are seen around.
f11: Tell us about your equipment choices for
the project, what were you carrying and
shooting with?
IW: I was very fortunate to get a loan camera
from Sony New Zealand. I invited Sony to the

opening of my previous exhibition ‘Black, White
& Colour’ and mentioned that I would be
travelling to Israel shortly after that. ‘We must
get you to use our new camera’ they said. The
α7R produced beautiful images with great
dynamic range. I used a Metabones adapter
which worked almost perfectly with my Canon
EF 16-35mm lens. The combination allowed me
to capture a tremendous amount of detail
surrounding mysubjects, to show themerchandise
and create the atmosphere. The images show
little noise even at very high ISO (up to ISO 12,800
on some images) and converting them to
monochrome in post also helped in hiding some
of the noise. The shops in the Old City are dimly
lit and the camera was hand-held so I set the
shutter speed as slow as 1/30 of a second – which
explains why you can see some movement in the
subjects. The 42.3MB sensor contains large pixels
which captured a lot of data in the Raw files even
in very dark locations. Many times I set the
camera on Manual mode with Auto ISO and a
fully open aperture of f4 which still offered good
depth of field. The small camera looks serious,
but not professional, which helps in maintaining
a natural atmosphere. Subjects are more relaxed
when I just stop for a few minutes without too
much setup and when I don’t interrupt their trade.
f11: Is that reflective of the equipment you
use professionally here at home, or more of a
travel solution?
IW: Seeing the beautiful results from my journey
to Israel, I had to own the α7R for my business
as well. I now use the Sony with a Zeiss 55mm
f1.8 lens for most of my portrait photography
work and enjoy the Zeiss 16-35mm f4 on my
travels. The camera focuses very quickly and
accurately which is a big plus for me. The builtin image stabilisation is also key when I am not
using a tripod. Weight can become a real issue
when walking the streets all day. The lightweight
camera and lenses were much easier to carry
which proved to be a winning combination.
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f11: Your artist statement suggests a ‘keep it
simple’ approach, did that philosophy extend
to the post production work you did on
these images?
IW: In creating this portfolio I am trying to
maintain the authenticity and the documentary
qualities of the portraits. Converting to
monochrome is key to eliminating distracting
colours using the NIK Collection by Google.
Other than correcting some distortions caused
by the wide angle lens, most of the photos have
had very few changes made to them. I use a
little vignetting to bring attention to the subjects
and carefully enhance the presence to bring out
the details. My goal is to have my work readily
identifiable and I am delighted that my signature
style is now recognised by fellow photographers.
It’s been said that photography is the easiest
medium of art to be competent in but it's the
hardest medium in which to have a truly personal
vision. It's very much like talking: everyone can
talk but very few have something to say.
f11: Do you feel that the project is fully
complete, or is it one you’d like to continue to
add images to?
IW: I feel that this is just the beginning, Volume
One so to speak, just an important milestone.
I intend to visit Israel again this year and hope
to give prints to some of the people in the
Old City. Hopefully, it will be safe enough to
travel and more portrait opportunities will
become available.

Priest praying at the Church of the Holy Sepulchre. This scene is lit only by the eleven
candles on the altar beside him so taken at ISO 12,800. The Old City of Jerusalem,
Israel 2015. Sony α7R with Canon EF 16-35mm f4L IS lens. © Ilan Wittenberg

Following double page spread: A hunched nun is walking briskly across the large platform
in front of the Mosque. I predicted her path and waited for her to reach this point to take a
few wide angle photos from my waist level. The Old City of Jerusalem, Israel 2015. Sony α7R
with Canon EF 16-35mm f4L IS lens. © Ilan Wittenberg
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f11: Has the experience left you hankering after
similar projects, perhaps in even more
challenging environments?
IW: I am very keen to visit Morocco and Iran
and really hope to photograph street markets
in Turkey and India to name only a few. Cuba
also fascinates me before it becomes a busy
tourist destination. The world is changing rapidly
and some of these old sites will be gone in a
few years. I am actively looking for a sponsor
to enable these projects.
f11: Is this the sort of project you might embark
on here at home in New Zealand, or one that
can only be shot outside of your usual
environment, a total immersion sort of
experience where you devote yourself to it
knowing that time pressure is a major factor?
IW: Visiting a foreign location definitely creates
a sense of urgency to document it. I may skip
an interesting event in Auckland thinking that I
am too busy or that I can see it next year. When
I travel these distractions are gone and I focus
on the destination and the rare opportunities
on offer. Time pressure is also a challenge and
a catalyst. I was lucky to extend my trip which
gave me more opportunities to go back, study
the Old City, focus on my project and expand it.
f11: What’s the worst aspect of travel for a
photographer in this century?
IW: I think that it becomes harder and harder
to create documentary street photography in
western society. With social media being so
dominant, many people have become very
concerned about privacy. Unfortunately, this
creates all sorts of challenges as I’m being
asked ‘Why are you taking these photos? or
‘What are you going to do with them?’ I now
think twice before taking a photo in a public
place. I respect people’s desire to be private
but think the pendulum has swung too far in
that direction. As a society we may be losing
some precious photographic opportunities
that were once much more available.
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I sometimes envy the photographers who
documented the previous century.
f11: Is there one place in the world you’d like
to visit and photograph, an absolute holy grail
destination for you?
IW: I would love to visit Iran again. I spent two
years there when I was six years old so have a
few fading memories from my childhood. I am
fascinated with the idea of capturing the story
of the simple people on the street and all the
hardship they have been going through in recent
years. This would definitely be an amazing
opportunity to document a society that hasn’t
changed much from the 20th century and where
I believe most people would agree to have their
portrait taken.
f11: Thanks Ilan, good having you here and we
appreciate your sharing this work with
our readers.
IW: Thanks Tim, it’s great to be featured in your
magazine! I am also grateful to my dear wife
Hadas who supports me in so many ways along
my journey to explore and develop
my photography.
TS
http://ilanwittenberg.com

Israeli soldiers stand beside the Cotton Merchant's
Gate just outside the wall surrounding The Dome
on the Rock. The soldiers' role is to keep the peace
and search for any weapons which might be carried
by visitors to the Temple Mount. The Old City of
Jerusalem, Israel 2015. Sony α7R with Canon EF
16-35mm f4L IS lens. © Ilan Wittenberg
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This merchant was busy decorating his shop of essential oils and perfumes.
Notice the small passport photos behind him. The Old City of Jerusalem, Israel
2015, Sony α7R with Canon EF 16-35mm f4L IS lens. © Ilan Wittenberg

Following double page spread: I had a long conversation with this jewellery
merchant about world politics. His theory is that all wars are instigated by large
corporates which make tons of money selling weapons. Old City of Jerusalem,
Israel 2015. Sony α7R with Canon EF 16-35mm f4L IS lens. © Ilan Wittenberg
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‘Knowing the language, the
culture and the mentality of the
people definitely offered a unique
vantage point. This also gave me
the confidence and the courage
to approach strangers with a
positive, can-do attitude which
contributed to the success of
the work.’

A merchant is smoking his Shisha while his apprentice is cleaning the fish. Acre street
market, Israel 2015. Sony α7R with Canon EF 16-35mm f4L IS lens. © Ilan Wittenberg
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‘I met a man who urged me
to follow him to the top floor
of his hostel which was under
renovation at the time. As I
stepped up the stairs in the
dark, I became concerned about
where this will lead me. ‘You are
carrying an expensive camera’
he noted, ‘it is not safe for you to
walk the streets at night’.’

This Djellabah Arab merchant was reading his newspaper when I asked his son's
permission to take his photo. I waited patiently for a few minutes until he lifted
his eyes from the paper and seized the moment. The Old City of Jerusalem, Israel
2015. Sony α7R with Canon EF 16-35mm f4L IS lens. © Ilan Wittenberg

Following double page spread: A merchant sitting in front of his bric-à-brac shop at Jaffa
flea market, Israel 2015. Sony α7R with Canon EF 16-35mm f4L IS lens. © Ilan Wittenberg
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Merchant stands outside his shop as evening descends.
The Old City of Jerusalem, Israel 2015. Sony α7R with
Canon EF 16-35mm f4L IS lens. © Ilan Wittenberg
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‘It’s been said that photography
is the easiest medium of art to be
competent in but it's the hardest
medium in which to have a truly
personal vision. It's very much
like talking: everyone can talk
but very few have something
to say.’

This young boy was pushing a large cart when I saw him in one of the alleys. Notice the
iron gates which are the best protection for houses and shops. The Old City of Jerusalem,
Israel 2015. Sony α7R with Canon EF 16-35mm f4L IS lens. © Ilan Wittenberg

Following double page spread: The Dome of the Rock is one of the oldest works of Islamic architecture. According
to the faith, the rock is the spot from which the Islamic prophet Muhammad ascended to Heaven accompanied by
the angel Gabriel. This old man was sitting outside the mosque when I was instructed by the guards to leave the area
together with all other tourists. The Old City of Jerusalem, Israel 2015. Sony α7R with Canon EF 16-35mm f4L IS lens.
© Ilan Wittenberg
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This merchant proudly showed me a medal (hanging behind him) that his father was
awarded by King George V for serving as a horse back guard armed with a sword. Acre,
Israel 2015, Sony α7R with Canon EF 16-35mm f4L IS lens. © Ilan Wittenberg
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A man preparing Turkish coffee for his friends at the back of this shop. He must have joked with them about being
a model or a movie star while I was desperately trying to get the focus right at this dimly lit shop (1/30 sec, ISO
2,000). The Old City of Jerusalem, Israel 2015. Sony α7R with Canon EF 16-35mm f4L IS lens. © Ilan Wittenberg
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‘I think that it becomes
harder and harder to create
documentary street photography
in western society. With social
media being so dominant,
many people have become very
concerned about privacy.’

A merchant is surrounded with souvenirs and waiting for tourists to visit his shop. Notice
that ‘Palestine’ is replacing 'Israel' in the map behind him. The Old City of Jerusalem,
Israel 2015. Sony α7R with Canon EF 16-35mm f4L IS lens. © Ilan Wittenberg

Following double page spread: Teenager transporting gas bottles down the main alley. He steps
on the tyre dragging on the ground in order to slow down the trolley when descending slopes. The
Old City of Jerusalem, Israel 2015. Sony α7R with Canon EF 16-35mm f4L IS lens. © Ilan Wittenberg
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